Materialistic philosophy opens out universal law of things evolution. Chinese Yinyang theory is materialistic. Wavelet contain dialectic rule inevitably. As material mathematic technique, wavelet can be given a new look by Chinese archaian dialectics.
Wavelet theory summary
In reality the signals to be dealt are discrete, thus discrete wavelet transform (DWT) becomes the main body of wavelet analysis. The basic framework of discrete wavelet construction is multi-resolution analysis (MRA). 
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is both orthogonally projectioned on two spaces.
The signal ) (t f is decomposed on wavelet space:
But in practice signals can not be decomposed infinitely and the wavelet coefficients of arbitrary scale can not be seeking out, so signals are decomposed J-j times from scale
Wavelet being relatively simple and easy to understand is Haar wavelet, which is given in 1910 by Haar. It is defined as follows: (8) 
Origins and content of Yin and Yang philosophy
Yin and yang theory is on an important position in the history of Chinese philosophy. Even the yin and yang theory is not regarded as the core of classical Chinese philosophy, yin and yang philosophy has to be admitted as an integral part of ancient philosophy.
Yin and yang is the product of ancient astronomy, astrology and augury. Shi Xi and Shi He of Yao and Shun times were very experienced in the fields of astronomy, calendar, astrology and augury. They accumulated a great deal of astronomy, calendar, and then summed up the theory of natural philosophy through prone Review. Its origin is religious awareness, so there inevitably are signs of religious superstition .Yin and yang theory as a scientific thinking constantly struggle with religious superstition. The ultimate realization of yin and yang areas to philosophy began in the Zhou Dynasty.
Bo Yangfu of Zhou dynasty as official historian said: The qi of Heaven and earth's order can not be disturbed. If the disorder was disturbed, the National will be chaos. Yang inhibited can not release, and Yin oppressed can not increase, so the earthquake happens. "guoyu·zhouyu shang". Here, The yin and yang are interpreted as "qi of Heaven and Earth ", and are two inter-related, but different from each other basic material of the natural world. It is the firs philosophy concept to yin and yang. Since then, the process of yin and yang aspects to philosophy is greatly speeded up, and they are widely used to explain various natural phenomena. Pre-Qin Taoism understood dialectics In-depth, so they did the largest contribution to the development of the yin and yang school. "Lao Tzu Chapter 42" said: Tao begets One. One begets Two. Two begets Three. Three begets all things. All things carry the yin and embrace the yang. And by breathing together, they live in harmony. "Xi ci" points, "(The reaction between) one Yin and one Yang is called Dao". All things consist of two mutual opposite and interdependent sides. The yin and yang is not only qi, and is general property of all things . Chuang Tzu pointed out: The extreme of yin is SuSu. The extreme of yang is Hehe. SuSu comes from the heaven. HeHe comes from the earth. As they integrated mutually, things come into being. "Chuang Tzu·tianzifang". Because of the reconstruction of Taoism, the concept of yin and yang becomes more abstract, more abundant. It is not only a specific material, but a universal attribute; It is not only the primitive of everything, but the reasons for the changes in all things, and is is the two interdependent and confronted Forces of the universe. "Yi zhuan" summed up the results of yin and yang study, enriched and developed the content of the yin and yang, and achieved a leap of yin and yang philosophy. Yin line (--)and yang line (-) are only mathematical abstraction firstly. The author of "Yizhuan" regulated the original structure --and -two lines of "Book of Changes" to philosophy, marked them as truly universal philosophy Symbols. The author regarded the contradiction, interdependence, opposition, interaction of yin and yang as a universal law, established dialectics whose core were yin and yang ,and "(The reaction between) one Yin and one Yang is called Dao".
The philosophical connotation of Wavelet theory
Wavelet analysis is decomposition and reconstruction of signal through wavelet-scale space's orthogonal. Wavelet space and scale space can be corresponding abstractly to the "Yin" and "yang." First, it is reflected that all the signals can be decomposed, and decomposition is built on the scale space and wavelet space as "yin and yang" . As Lao Tzu said: " All things carry the yin and embrace the yang."
It is same as the relationship between the yin and yang that the relationship between scale space and wavelet space is interdependent and mutual antagonistic. The relationship between the scale space and wavelet space as the following:
On the assumption that M is subspace of V space which is n Dimensional Euclidean space, M's inner-integral to V space is also a Euclidean space. Definition is . This shows that orthogonal complement is an excellent example which explains interdependence, mutual antagonism, transition in philosophy field.
In addition, "the father wavelet" and "mother wavelet" should be relative to the yin and yang in a sense. Further, 1 and -1, 1 and 0 in scale function and wavelet function should be relative to yin and yang in the abstract senses.
To some extent, it is mechanical and inappropriate that the wavelet analysis theory should be relative to the "yin and yang" theory. The philosophical thinking in Wavelet analysis is abstract, and it should grasp the wavelet analysis at a deeper level.
